
The Honorable James Bilbray 
Base Realignment and C1osu:re: Commission 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Bilbray: 

We would like to direct your attation to recent information about the impact of current and 
future training limitations at .Dyes Air Force Base. This crucial information demonstrales that a 
flawed and incomplete analysis underlies the Department of Dcfcnsc (DOD) recommendation to 
consolidate all B-1 aircraIt at Dycss, constitu1:ing a substantial deviation from the lawfill Base 
Realignment and Closure (HRAC) selection crriteria. 

As early as 1997, the Air Force realized that the aerial training rangcs available to aircraft at 
Dyess and 'Barksdale were inadequate for realistic and effective training. As a result, the Air 
Force created thc Realistic Bomber Training .Initiative (FBT'I) using Dyess' primary training 
routc (IR-178) and Lancer MCIA. However, the RBTI generated significant controversy 
resulting in a lawsuit afier the proposed Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) was 
published in January 2000. In fact, this issue has been under continuous litigation since then, 
including a Fifth Circuit Courl of Appeals decision on October 12, 2004, which found the FEE 
inadequate and set aside the ,4ir Force's Record of Decision for thc RBTI. 

Moreover, there have been hvo critical devclopn~mts sincc DOD rccornmmded consolidating 
the B-1 fleet at Dycss. First, on June 29, 2005, the District C O L ~  for the Northern District of 
Texas imposed significant operational limitations on thc ability of the Air Force to use the RBTI 
airspace pending approval of'a supplemental EIS. The Court's order prohibits the Air Force 
from flying aircraft lower than 500 feet in IR--178 and no lower ~hau 12,000 feet when utilizing 
Lancer MOA. 

The real and serious impact of'this order sho~lld not be minimized and is demonstrated by sworn 
statements the Air Force submitted to the court in January 2005. The Director of Air Space 
Operations at Air Combat Command. Major General DeCuir, commented on the effect of these 
restrictions: "It is my personal undprofersio,rrul opinion that losing the abilify to use IR-178 and 
rhe Lancer MOA as currentbj conjigwed will enuse grievous and irreparable h a m  to A tr Force 
training and the ability of [he: .4ir F o r c e  lo nwel ils namnul dgense objeclives. " He went on LO 

state that "These changes ro the bomber training program, which would be in effecr whzle the Air 
Force completes the SEJS and the FAA takes action accordingly, do not in niy opinion, allow 
aircrews to fully meet necessary reulistic training objectives. " 
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These court rulings and the order limiting operzdons were imposed without any consideration of 
the proposal to substantially increase the numbcr of B-1s at Dyess to 67 aircraft. The 
environmental impacts from thie base's current ;level of operations alone justified 11-iese judicial 
rulings and the grant of interim relief. 

The second important development is the DOD Clearinghouse response (DCN 532 1) to issues 
raised by the RBTI cnvironinental litigation. The response aclaowledges the Air Force failed to 
consider and evaluate the impact of the training range limitations when evaluating Dyess and 
developing thc B-1 consolidation recommendation. According to the Air Force "this litigation 
was not factored into the MCI score for any Air Force base" because "there was no viable 
method to consider ongoing litigation in the computation of the MCI score." Thc Air Force 
assumed complete access to the KBTl despite the lack of an approved FEIS. They also failed to 
take into account conlinuous litigation since 2000, which has subjected the airspace to current 
restrictions on operational and training access. 'This evaluation allowed the use of flawed data to 
inflate military value scores for Ilyess for "Proximity to Airspace Supporting Mission" and for 
"Low Level Routes" under the Current and Future Mission category. These ova-inflated 
militay value scores were the principle detmining factors in placing Ellsworth Air Force Basc 
on the closure list. 

h addition, it appears the Air Force failed to consider and analyze the impact orthe proposed 
consolidation of B-1 aircraft at Dyess on the EIS process and the ongoing litigation. The record 
does not reveal any analysis and deliberation about the impact of the recommendation on the Air 
Force's likelihood of success in gaining approval of an EIS. Furthermore, the Air Force failed to 
notify the court it had proposed to increase the B-1 presence at Dyess while thc court was 
fonnulating its order, despite the fact that this recornrnendalion would increase utilizalion of the 
RBTI by an estimated 35%. The increased scope of operations to be addressed in a 
Supplemental EIS makes it even more likely the Air Force will face continuing and potentially 
permanent limitations on i ts RBTI use. Despite thc Air Force's failure to include altitude 
hnitations in the MCI scoring process, thcse limitations have a real impact on the ability of 
Dyess to accomplish operational and training objectives, especially if the number of aircraft and 
thc RBTl utilization is substantially increased. 

We are confident the BRAC Con~rnission wilI refview these real and existing limitations on 
Dyess' capabilities and their impact on the ill-conceived recommendation to consolidate all 23-1 
aircraft. The Air Force's failure to consider the impact of court-imposed restrictions on the 
RBTI airspace subslantially deviates from final selection Criteria One and Criteria Two, and we 
are certain the Commission will concur with this assessment. 

Thank you for your attention to ,ll:is issue. 

Respectfully yours, 

te I ie Hmseth 
United States Senator m of Congress 
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August 'I 1,2005 

The Honorable Phillip Coylc 
Basc Realig~iment and Closure Commission 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Coyle: 

Wc would like to direct your attention to recent information about the impact of current and 
hture training hitat ions at Dyess Air Force Base. This crucial information demonstrates that a 
flawed and incomplctc analysis ~mderlies the Department of Defense (DOD) recommendation to 
consolidate all B-1 aircraft at Dyess, constituting a substantial devialion fiom the lawful Base 
Realignment aad Closure Q3RAC) selection crileria. 

As early as 1997, the Air Force realized that the aerial training ranges available to aircraft at 
Dyess and Barltsdale were inadequate for realistic and effective training. As a result, the Air 
Force created the Realistic Bomber Training Initi.ative (RBTI)  sing Dyess' primary training 
route (IR-178) and Lancer MOA. Howcver, the 'RBTI generated signific.ant controversy 
resulting in a lawsuit after the pro2osed Final E~vironmen~al Impact Statement (FETS) was 
published in January 2000. In fact, this issue has been undm continuous litigation since then, 
including a Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals decision on October 12, 2004, which found the FEIS 
inadequate and set aside the Air Force's Record of Decision for the RB1'1. 

Moreover, there have been two Critical developments since DOD recommended consolidating 
the B-1 fleet at Dyess. First, on .June 29, 2005, the District Court for the Northcm Distlict of 
Texas imposed significant operational limitatiom on the ability of Lhe Air Force to use ihe RBTI 
airspace pending approval of a supplemental EIS. The Court's order prohibits the Air Force 
from flying aircraft lower than 500 feet in IR-178; and no lower than 12,000 fcct when utilizing 
Lancer MOA. 

The real and serious impact of this order should not be minimized and i s  demonstrated by sworn 
slatements the Air Forcc submitied to the court i n  January 2005. The Director of Air Space 
Operations at Air Combat Command, Major Genlxal DeCuir, commented on the effect of these 
restrictions: "It is ~ n y  personal a~~rlprojessional ophion that losing t l ~  abiliry lo use JR-I 78 und 
rhe Lancer MOA as currentLj/ co?$gu~ed will cause grievous and irreparable harm to Air Force 
training U Y I ~  the ability of the Air Force to meet ir's nutional defense objecrives. " He went on to 
state that "These changes to the honrber iralning,orog~am, r5~hich would he in eflect while the Air 
Force conzpletes the SEfS and rhe FAA taker action accordi~~gly, do nor in my opinion, allow 
aircrews to fully nieer necessary ,rf.alistic traming objectives. " 
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These c0~u-I rulings and the order limiting operations were imposed without any consideration of 
the proposal to substantially incmase the number of B-1s at Dyess to 67 aircraft. The 
environmental impaots £rom the base's current levcl of operations alone justified these judicial 
d i n g s  and the Sant of interim relief. 

The second important development is the DOD Clearingl~ouse response @CN 5321) to issues 
raised by the RBTI environmental litigation. The response acknowledges the Air Force faded to 
consider and evaluate the impact of the training range limitations when evaluating Dyess and 
developing the B-1 consolidation. recommendation. According to the Air Force "this litigation 
was not factored into the MCI scorc for any Air Force base" because "there was no viable 
method to considcr ongoing litigiltion in the computation of the MCI score." The Air Force 
assumed complete access to the IU3TI despite the lack of an approved FEIS. They also failed to 
take into account continuous litigation since 2000, which has subjected the airspace to current 
restrictions on operational and training access. ' h i s  evaluation allowed the use of flawed data to 
inflate military value scores for Dyess Tor "Proximity to Airspace Supporting Mission" and for 
"Low Level Routes" under the Current and Future Mission category. These over-inflated 
military value scores werc the principle determining factors in placing Ellsworth Air Force Base 
on the clos~u-e list. 

In addition, it appears the Air Force failed to consider and analyze the impact of the proposed 
consolidation of B-1 aircraft at Dyess on the EIS process and the ongoing litigation. The record 
does not reveal any analysis and deliberation about the impact of the recommendation on the Air 
Force's likelil~ood of success in gaining approvall of an EIS. Furthenore, the Air Force failed to 
notify the court it had proposed to increase the 11-1 presence at Dyess while the court was 
formulating its order, despite the fact that this recommendation would incrcase utilization of the 
RBTI by an estimated 35%. The increased scope of operations to be addressed in a 
Supplemental EIS makes it even more likely the Air Force will face continuing and potentially 
permanent limitations on its MT'l use. Despite the Air Force's failure to include altitude 
limitations in the MCI scoring process, these limitations have a real impact on the ability of 
Dyess to accomplish operational and training objectives, especially iT the number of aircraft and 
the RBTl utilization is substantially increased. 

We are confident the BRAC Cornmission will. review thcse real and existing limitations on 
Dyess' capabilities and their impact on the ill-conceived recommendation to consolidate all B-1 
airmft. The Air Force's failure to consider the impact of cowt-imposed restrictions on the 
RBTI airspace substantially deviates from final selection Criteria One and Criteria Two, and we 
are certain the Commission will concur with t h i ~  assessment. 

Thanlc you for your attention to h i s  issue. 

Respectfiilly yours, 

United States Senator 
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